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Why come to Ireland to study English? Ireland might be a small island but 
it offers a wealth of attractions for the English language learner. With its 
beautiful, unspoiled landscapes, wild coastlines, vibrant modern cities and 
thousands of years of culture and history, Ireland has something 
for every visitor. 

IRELAND
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Kylemore Abbey,

Connemara.
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PUB NIGHT
Explore cosy traditional Irish pubs 

with your classmates

FILM CLUB
Relax and enjoy watching films 
through English from all over the 

world

FREE

Discover the wonderful mix of 
music and talent that makes up 
the weekly social programme 

with your classmates and friends.

FREE

FREE

GO TO THE DOGS
No, not the idiom to say that everything is worse 
than before! Dog racing is a hobby in Ireland! 
Really! Have a great night at the dogs which 
Atlantic Language organises.

TAKE A DAY TRIP

There is no shortage of amazing places to see in 
Ireland—from the breath-taking Cliffs of Moher and 
the Aran Islands in the west to stunning castles—like 
Kilkenny Castle (above).

THE FESTIVE SEASON

Christmas in Ireland is the largest celebration of 
the year. Galway plays host to one of the largest 
Christmas markets in Europe. 

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
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DUBLIN CITY | STUDENT LIFE

DUBLIN
Dublin’s cultural life is rich and varied and with one of the youngest 
populations of Europe’s major cities, it offers an especially vibrant and 
friendly atmosphere for students. Dublin has it all; a charming mix of 
medieval, Georgian and modern architecture, a wealth of history 
and culture, a legendary literary tradition and a 
particularly lively nightlife.
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DUBLIN CITY | STUDENT LIFE

5 TopFiveAttractions

"Fabiana, Brazil

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Guinness Store House - Ireland`s top tourist 
attraction. Discover the history of the world-famous 
beer in this 250-year-old former brewery and enjoy 
360 degree views across Dublin city.

Ireland's Ancient East  -  Experiences to entertain 
and delight every student with stories, culture, 
attractions, festivals and fun. Viking invaders, 
Norman knights and high kings, monks and mad 
craic, great legends, strange tales and mighty 
battles. 

Saint Patrick`s Festival - St. Patrick’s Festival Parade 
is our national holiday. With marching bands and 
performers from all over the globe, delighting 
the cheering crowds who are enchanted by the 
magical atmosphere and awe inspiring creative 
presentations. Not to mention the Craic.

James Joyce Centre - Located in an impressive 
17th century Georgian house, the James Joyce 
centre aims to promote understanding of the life 
and works of the writer James Joyce.

St Patrick’s Cathedral - One of the few remaining 
Medieval buildings in Dublin city, St Patrick’s 
Cathedral dates from between 1220 and 1260. 
Buried there is its most famous Dean, Jonathan 
Swift author of Gulliver’s Travels.


